
Animal Farm - Propaganda Project

Learning Goals: 
1. We will use databases and sources in the library to research 

propaganda strategies and examples in order to utilize these strategies 
and examples in our own projects.

2. We will cite our sources and construct annotated bibliographies 
correctly using NoodleTools and OWL Purdue.

Agenda:
★ Database Review
★ NoodleTools Citations
★ NoodleTools Annotated Bibliography

English 10
Normann/Sullivan



Finding Sources and Resources

Click here

https://www.library.fyi/resources/livh


Finding Sources and Resources

https://www.library.fyi/guide/LIVH/919?active=1


What are some key words you can use for your search?

● Propaganda
● Indoctrination
● Media Bias
● Disinformation
● Yellow Journalism

Password: hemlock



Citations with NoodleTools
What is a citation?

A formatted way to share with your reader where your evidence came from.

★ To give credit to the author(s) for the work he/she/they produced (avoid plagiarism)
★ To allow your readers to fact-check your work
★ To provide information to your readers to find your source and read it themselves
★ To make your work more credible

How do I cite my sources?

Why do I need to cite my sources?

➔ Using MLA formatting with NoodleTools and Owl Purdue Writing Lab guidance



Watch this video for a review of NoodleTools

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GvWadQO-XE14UTMJ_KhXN_AvRsGR9vmG/preview


How to Import Citations

Click here



How to Import Citations

Click here

Note: Make sure NoodleTools is open in another tab, and you are signed, in before this step.



Click here

How to Import Citations
Note: Make sure the citation formatting is correct (check OWL Purdue).

Then click on “Import References.”



How to Create Citations from 
Scratch

Click here



How to Create Citations from Scratch

Decide which category your source fits into and click on it



How to Create 
Citations from 

Scratch

Decide which 
category your source 
fits into and click on 

it



How to Create Citations from Scratch

Fill in as much information as you can.
The categories with a red * are required.



Annotated Bibliography
Annotations for each citation of at 

least 100 words describing the way in 
which your group plans on or did use 

the source for your project.

Some questions you could ask yourself 
during this evaluation: 

★ How did this source contribute 
to your understanding of 
propaganda and its influence 
throughout history?

★ How did this source inspire the 
creation of your own images and 
text? 

★ How did you use this 
information to help persuade 
your audience?

Citation at the top in MLA format

Annotation in paragraph form, but not indented.

Do NOT use personal pronouns in formal writing. 

Ex: This article further explains the definition of 
propaganda by providing historical examples that show 
true persuasive techniques.

NOT: This article helped me to understand the definition 
of propaganda by providing...

Format Correctly
Times New Roman, size 12, double-spaced



Annotated Bibliography in NoodleTools



How to Create Your Works Cited
Once you have your source list and annotations completed, 
export it to Google Docs so you can paste it into your Slides.

Click
 here


